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Flexible Video Laryngoscope

Clinical application

Flexible Video Laryngoscope



Bronchoscope & bronchoscopy

Endoscope 

Greek language endo- means "within, inside“

Greek language  Greek skopos; “to watch, look at” 

bronchoscope is a scope that doctor use to examine airways. through nose or mouth 

and down throat to reach your lungs. 

Bronchoscopy is a procedure that lets doctors look at your lungs and air passages.

During bronchoscopy, a thin tube (bronchoscope) is passed through your nose or mouth, 

down your throat and into your lungs.
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◆Airway check (pulmonary)

◆Intubation (anesthesia/ ICU/ ER)

◆Placement and positioning of DLT & BB (anesthesia/ ICU/ 

OR)

◆BAL & BW (pulmonary)

◆Management of retained secretion (ICU)

◆Biopsy (pulmonary)

◆PDT (anesthesia/ ICU)

Application



Airway check (pulmonary)

⚫ Foreign body

⚫Abnormal bleeding

⚫ Tumor

⚫Post surgery recovery evaluation
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Intubation (anesthesia/ ICU/ ER)

⚫ Why flexible bronchoscope?

⚫ Which size is the best？

⚫ block？

⚫ Nasotracheal Intubation？

⚫ position？
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Placement and positioning of DLT & BB (anesthesia/ ICU/ OR)

⚫ double-lumen tube (DLT) bronchial blocker

Unilateral lung patients with severe disease, or need to unilateral lung resection 

treatment, you will need to double lumen endotracheal intubation, to the patients 

with single lung ventilation, make the contralateral lung in patients with 

preserved, and make the side relatively isolated lung, such as patients treated 

for specialist requires the right lobectomy, can give patients with double lumen 

endotracheal intubation, left lung one-lung ventilation
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BAL & BW (pulmonary & ICU)

⚫ Bronchoalveolar lavage and bronchial wash？

• Remove alveolar deposits and inflammatory secretions, improve respiratory 

function

• Bacterial culture can provide diagnostic value for infectious tumors
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Management of retained secretion (ICU)

⚫ Sputum

⚫ Portable
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Biopsy (pulmonary)

Lung biopsy is suitable for the diagnosis of tumors located at the periphery of 

the lungs. When the lung biopsy finds tumor cells in the pathological 

examination, it can be confirmed as tumor; when the pathological examination 

shows tuberculosis granuloma, it can be confirmed as tuberculosis; when the 

pathological examination shows inflammatory lesions, it is considered as 

pneumonia
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Percutaneous dilational tracheostomy (PDT)

Laryngeal obstruction, removal of foreign body

Clinical significance: Visualized, the atmospheric duct can be monitored throughout 

the whole process. The puncture depth of the puncture needle, the insertion depth of 

the skin expander, the direction of the guide wire, the entry depth of the tracheotomy 

forceps and the expansion degree can be seen throughout the whole process.
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Why single use bronchoscope

⚫ Always available 

⚫ Eliminate cross contamination 

⚫ Cost effectiveness

⚫ Improve workflow 

Occasion to use?

⚫ Infectious disease

⚫ Reusable inaccessible

⚫ Personnel shortage

⚫ Anticipated damage

Single use bronchoscope
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